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In a recent high profile publication (Liu and Kraja et al. Nature Genetics. Sept 12 2016; 
doi:10.1038/ng.3660), the authors successfully utilized the Literature Lab™ platform to perform 
disease, anatomy, and pathway enrichment analysis on significant genes identified in the study.  
The 31 gene set used in this analysis was derived from meta-analysis of association results for 
blood pressure among a total of 327,288 individuals.  

Literature Lab™ anatomy-based annotation of this set highlighted cardiovascular system 
components (myocardium and heart ventricles) for the novel and previously identified 
validated genes.  The validated genes were also associated with the renal system (nephron and 
urinary tract).  Literature Lab™ disease associations included cardiomyopathies, hypoglycemia, 
and hyperinsulinism among the novel genes and many, including nutritional and metabolic 
diseases, among the validated genes.  This was in general contrast to GeneGo analysis which 
identified, yet was limited to, an array of cardiovascular disease associations.  Finally, Literature 
Lab™ pathway associations included heart development, nitric oxide signaling, and type II 
diabetes among a number of additional pathways, some of which were consistent with GeneGo 
analysis and others that were unique. 

The results indicate that Literature Lab™ gene set enrichment analysis can provide important 
validation of known disease and pathway associations in large scale meta-analysis studies.  
Beyond this, Literature Lab™ can produce novel insights that open interpretations to new and 
advanced areas.  In this case, nutritional and metabolic disease associations, that point to 
potential roles for associated genes in metabolic syndrome. 
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Acumenta Biotech, based in Westminster, Massachusetts, is a software and information 

company serving biotechnology and pharmaceutical firms and life sciences non-profit 

educational and research institutions.  Acumenta Biotech builds applications that automate 

information gathering, analysis and management tasks on public Web-based and proprietary 

external and internal databases.  Acumenta Biotech's software products and its publication 

record-derived biological knowledge database improve both the efficiency and quality of 

research in the life sciences. 
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